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Abstract: This study critically analyzes Credit Bank System (CBS) as an emerging open higher education system in South Korea by using critical theory. Specifically, it examines the meaning of CBS degree in Korean credentialism circumstances and reflects CBS meeting needs rationale assumption. Based on the findings, conclusions and implications are discussed.

Problem and Purpose Statement
The Korean government has established various lifelong learning (LL) policies with a vision of promoting a learning culture, helping individuals achieve their dreams, and helping assist in the sustainable development of the country by giving all its citizens learning opportunities (Kwon, Schied, & Kim, 2011). Since 1999, one of the significant systems to support LL, the Credit Bank System (CBS) has come up with innovative ways of offering learning experiences both inside and outside of formal education.

CBS has gained a reputation for strongly promoting participation in LL through an open higher education system. However, most reports about CBS tend to present only a descriptive explanation or to focus on the present conditions and the system’s achievements (Choi, 2005; Kee, 2008; United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization [UNESCO], 2002). This is because most of the reports are issued by the Korean government as promotional materials or evaluation data for a practical system to support lifelong education policies (Baik, 2008). Reports issued by government-sponsored institutes, emphasizing performance, are one-sided justifications of the implementation. Thus, to examine what meanings CBS actually holds, an interpretive study of CBS seems necessary. By considering the system from various viewpoints, such a study ought to be able to suggest ways for realizing CBS’s vision and improving its actual influence.

The purpose of this study is to examine implications of and challenges facing CBS as a new mediator for LL in South Korea through analyzing literature. The study first describes CBS and then critically reveals its current practices based on key concepts of critical theory: ideology and hegemony.

Theoretical Framework: Critical Theory
Critical theory aims to provide “a better understanding of present social conditions, how these conditions evolved, how they are transformed, how they interact with each other, what laws govern their transformation, and how they maintain their validity” (Jensen, 1997, para. 1). Critical theory takes a critical position toward the mindset, attitudes, and practices and shows their impact on the society. It attempts to understand society and to diagnose and treat its dysfunctions (Sylvester, 1995). In recent years, critical theory has covered a wide variety of subject matter. It has dealt with a range of issues such as government policies, attitudes of individuals and groups, discrimination and rights of the oppressed, and challenges related to the
creation of social balance between the personal autonomy of individuals and the universal solidarity of collectives (Jensen, 1997).

At the heart of critical theory lies its dominant concern—understanding ideology and hegemony in critical theory. Ideology means “the system of ideas and values that reflects and supports the established order and that manifests itself in our everyday actions, decisions, and practices, usually without our being aware of its presence” (Brookfield, 2005, pp. 67-68). Ideology is considered a false belief system leading people to being unknowing slaves who justify practices and structures without question (Brookfield, 2005).

To understand ideological control, one must consider hegemonic assumptions, as they are suppositions “about practices that we believe represent common-sense wisdom and that we accept as being in our own best interests, without realizing that these same assumptions actually work against us in the long term by serving the interests of those opposed to us” (Brookfield, 2005, pp. 40-41). Gramsci (1971) explained hegemony as the process addressing ideas, structures, and actions which are constructed and transmitted by a powerful minority who pursue sustaining their status quo interests. The contents and the methods of education could be under the control of ruling groups who attempt to maintain hegemonic control (Freire, 2004; Jackson, 2011).

Critical theory has attempted to achieve a just, rational, and humane society, analyzing the social and political environments prevailing in society (Jensen, 1997). It is always concerned with not only how things are but also how they might be and should be in order to develop our understanding of society (Broner, 2011). Therefore, with critical interpretive research reflecting academic perspectives and discussions, this study could shed light on the development of CBS as a practical education policy and also bolster our scholarly understanding of lifelong learning.

**Credit Bank System**

In 1998, the first stage of implementation of CBS was started as the Enforcement Degree and Regulations of the Act on Recognition of Credits, etc., took effect (Kwon, et al., 2011; National Institute for Lifelong Learning [NILE], 2008). CBS is “an open educational system which recognizes diverse learning experiences gained not only in-school but also out-of-school” (NILE, 2008, para. 1). CBS aims to provide diverse educational access opportunities to all citizens and to promote LL. It enables people who accumulate CBS credits approved from various formal/non-formal educational institutes to acquire a Bachelor’s or Associate degree (Ministry of Education, Science, and Technology [MEST], 2010).

The participants can acquire a Bachelor’s degree through CBS credits. The government argues that CBS would be good fit for the following people as possible beneficiaries: high school graduates who were previously unable to attend post-secondary institutions, college or university dropouts, workers who hold professional certificates but did not acquire a university degree, college or university graduates who wish to commence studies in a different field, people who wish to acquire formal credits for knowledge and skills gained through self-instruction and workplace training and experience, and people who have studied at private institutions or junior colleges and wish to transfer into the university system (UNESCO, 2002). Such individuals should complete certain levels of credits to be awarded a degree; for a Bachelor’s degree the learner must complete a minimum of 84 credits; 48 credits for a two-year associate’s degree; and 65 for a three-year associate’s. Also, learners must accomplish all other requirements for degree acquisition set by the respective university’s regulations (MEST, 2010). After completing the necessary credit requirements and obtaining approval from the NILE and the Ministry of
Education (MOE), graduate candidates can be awarded a degree by the MOE or they may receive a degree directly from a university or college by the Act on Recognition of Credit, etc.

The distinct characteristic of CBS is its openness. Unlike other formal education systems, it is flexible for everyone; anyone having a high school diploma can participate in CBS regardless of age, gender, or background. CBS enables participants to access learning at any time and from any place (UNESCO, 2002). Given a situation that emphasizes obtaining competiveness in the global knowledge society, CBS addresses a transformational change of national education policy from formal schooling to LL with a long-term vision for expanding education opportunities to all (Kwon, et al., 2011).

**Ideology within CBS**

One of the dominant ideologies in Korean society is ‘credentialism’. Credentialism means that preparing occupational entry requirements from the expansion of education degrees is necessary for fulfilling the demands of the need in labor market. In this practice, degrees are used as a significantly important technical standard to cut down the large pools of applicants and to filter less productive people. Namely, a degree is considered the thing that allows people to accept a certain abstraction as representing knowledge, skills, or loyalty, and degree holders can have more power than non-degree holders on the basis of a formal claim to competence or trustworthiness in the job market (Arrow, 1973; Brown, 2001; Spencer, 1974; Thurow, 1975). In actual Korean society, however, every degree acquired from various routes like CBS has not been regarded as the same abstraction proving competency. The main reason is that Korean credentialism is not just ‘educational credentialism’ but ‘academic credentialism’.” As an extension of credentialism, academic credentialism refers to the significance of the university level that leads exclusive groups to form high social status (Arrow, 1973; Brown, 2001; Jung, 2003; Thurow, 1975). As a matter of fact, gaining a university degree is restricted by rigorous entrance examinations in Korea. Only those who achieve higher scores in the examination have the qualification to enter reputational universities. This allows a degree from a prestigious university reflects a higher standard with which to evaluate competencies of each person (Jung, 2003; MOE & Human Resource Development, 2003).

Therefore, a dominant ideology within CBS is not ‘educational credentialism’ but rather ‘academic credentialism’. In this respect, Kee (2005) revealed that the most significant barrier to participation in the CBS programs is “perceived low social acceptance toward the degree from the CBS” (Kee, 1005, p. 11). Baik (2003) also argued that participants of CBS recognized discrimination in social approval of their degree. These studies showed that the degree they acquired through CBS was not treated comparably to traditional university degrees when they sought jobs or applied to graduate schools or transfer schools or were evaluated in employee performance assessments. This is largely because an implicit belief that LL institutions offer a lower quality or have less prestige than traditional HE institutions was behind such reality (Choi, 2004). These contexts imply that CBS tries to meet the needs of citizens in acquiring a university degree, yet it still overlooks the problem of Korean credentialism.

**Hegemony surrounding CBS**

One of the hegemonic assumptions embraced in the CBS discussion is ‘the meeting-needs rationale’. This rationale means that an education program is operated to meet the needs of community, staff, or learners by administrators (Brookfield, 2000). Practitioners of education represent what is good and true about the field and understand learners’ best interests. As CBS
practitioners, the Korean government mainly emphasizes visible achievements such as the increasing number of accredited educational institutions, enrollment, and degree acquisition (Baik, 2008; UNESCO, 2002). This statistical approach could make CBS look as though it achieves a reputation of fulfilling LL learners’ needs by expanding education opportunities to all. In the reports based on statistics, CBS administrators seem to assume the needs of participants are only to attain a degree. However, according to a recent report published by Park (2013), among CBS participants, learners who have high school diplomas have tended to decrease, while those college or university graduates have increased. In terms of prior education of learners enrolled with CBS, 41.1% already had their college or university degrees (Park, 2013). This fact shows that the ultimate need of the participants who enroll in CBS is not just obtaining degrees.

Moreover, CBS emphasizes its service of offering various opportunities in education to people who have been excluded in higher education (UNESCO, 2002). However, can we be assured the provision of a learning opportunity improves beneficial learning results? Even though people can have more opportunities to access higher education easily through diverse flexible routes in CBS, the opportunity to do is not entirely equal. CBS, in fact, does not provide enough learning opportunities to whoever wants to participate in it; only those who afford to take courses to acquire credits can enroll CBS. Although the tuition of CBS depends on the design of each learner’s credit accumulation and is relatively cheaper than traditional way to earn college or university enrollment, learners have to pay a certain amount to participate in CBS. According to the educational statistics analysis reports (Ministry of Education & Korea Education Development Institute [MEKEDI], 2013), the tuition is 150,000 ~ 200,000 KRW in 43,608 courses of CBS, and 31,682 programs require over 200,000 KRW as tuition. Only 6,503 courses are tuition-free. These facts show that CBS has not yet achieved its one of ultimate objectives characterized by educational equality by providing educational opportunity for all. In addition, the increasing number of learners who already hold college or university degrees reveals more explicitly that CBS does not play a meaningful role in providing equal opportunities in education.

Finally, CBS seems to be below the level of appropriateness/legitimacy (Habermas, 1984, 1987). CBS offers no opportunity of participating in a communicative relationship with undistorted and non-coercive communication. The Lifelong Learning Policy Division of MOE exerts powerful authority in CBS. It plans all policies related to CBS, approves the educational programs offered by education and training institutions, to issue the standardized curriculum and awards degrees. The MOE passes on much of the development and administrative work to NILE as a representative national institution to support LL policies and practices. NILE has responsibility for student registration and credit approval, review and approval of degree requirements, accreditation, re-evaluation of education programs, and management of CBS information service system. Provincial Offices of Education, as CBS information centers, implement such affairs as learner registration, credit approval and application by proxy. The offices also provide students with counseling, practical information, and advice (NILE, 2008). This government-centered approach to CBS definitely excluded learners as essential stakeholders in the decision-making process for CBS. For instance, even though learners who have these kinds of experiences with high levels of knowledge and skills, CBS still does not positively approve various learning experiences in daily life/workplace yet because it demands that they take additional courses at educational institutes to obtain credits. Rather, CBS makes private institutes flourish and become important stakeholders in the maintaining of CBS (MEKEDI, 2013). In 2013, among 90,423 of total institutes implementing CBS, the number of institutes
affiliated with a university or a college is 18,402, and the number of private educational institutes and vocational training institutes is 2,397 and 10,775 respectively (MEKDI, 2013). These ontological phenomena, flying against the ultimate purpose of LL, restrict educational opportunities of socio-financially marginalized people.

**Implications and Contributions**

As an open education system, CBS has played a pivotal role in intensifying educational flexibility in Korean society. A lot of people in the education field have obtained opportunities to learn continuously through CBS. However, the discussion of CBS leans too heavily on the government administrator’s position, so it entails partial recognition while leaving off diverse considerations, especially critical review. Through ideology critique and revealing hegemonic assumptions of CBS, CBS seems to be certainly not to open all. In addition, CBS has not been planned and implemented thoroughly considering learners’ original needs and opinions. These realities might bring out another social stratification in LL.

The finding of this study suggests that CBS administrators need to identify the required competencies learners to “demystify distorted speech, expose unexpressed interests, and democratize their common life” (Welton, 1993, p. 86). To achieve a better direction of CBS, it should be deeply reconsidered and discussed what a CBS degree means and how certifications offered could be connected to realizing an LL society.
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